Why concrete is the best buy for Hawaii's highways

Economy and Safety

Dollar for dollar, concrete is Hawaii's most economical solution to highway paving. Not only are the installation costs highly competitive with other materials, but the maintenance costs are dramatically lower. For instance, since the installation of a concrete section of the H-1 Freeway near Kaimuki ten years ago, the State of Hawaii has not had to spend a cent on its upkeep or repairs. A concrete highway is open 365 days a year, year after year.

Competitive initial costs along with undisputed long-term durability, make concrete a better buy than ever.

And concrete paving provides safety features not found in other highway surfaces. Concrete reflects three times more light than asphalt, vastly improving nighttime visibility. Only concrete surfaces can be grooved, dramatically improving safety on curves, wet areas and high traffic intersections.

Only concrete affords clean, modern highways with economy and safety.
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When the Honolulu Stadium opened on Armistice Day, November 11, 1926, it fulfilled a growing need in local sports.

For years, Athletic Park in town was capable of handling the crowds which attended baseball and football games. But interest in the games increased and the site of events was moved to Moiliili Field. More years, more interest, and Moiliili Field too became inadequate.

This is a story of Honolulu Stadium, some activities leading to and including that memorable day almost 49 years ago.

J. Ashman Beaven, the organizer of the project, was called the father of the stadium idea. The former newsman from New York and Connecticut arrived in Hawaii in 1912. He engaged in several business activities before becoming a full time promoter in 1918.

That year he was elected president of the Oahu Baseball League and acquired Moiliili Field.

In the same year he helped to form the Oahu Service Athletic League which promoted baseball, football, basketball, and volleyball between Army, Navy, and civilian teams during World War I.

By 1926 he had succeeded in building the promotion of professional sports into big business.

Many of his promotions involved bringing baseball teams from the Mainland and the Orient — Stanford, the University of California, Chicago University, Waseda, Keio, Meiji, Osaka Mainichi, and in 1924, a team from Seoul, Korea.
He also brought to Hawaii Herb Hunter's All American and National League Stars which included Joe Bush, Herb Pennock, Waite Hoyt, Irish Meusel, Joe Sewell, Casey Stengel and George Kelly.

With Scotty Schuman, Beaven brought the football teams of St. Mary's College and the Olympic Club.

The stadium was built in increments. Drawings were prepared by Guy Rothwell, whose family had made the Islands home for four generations. He was educated at Punahou and technical schools on the Mainland. He organized his own architectural-engineering firm in 1922 and became a registered architect in 1923.

Tracings of the makai bleachers were completed April 1, 1926, and the baseball grandstand on December 15 the same year.

Drawings of the Ewa bleachers were not completed until 1939, the mauka bleachers 1941, and Kaimuki bleachers 1944.

In 1926, the stadium represented an investment of $190,000. The land cost $100,000, the makai bleachers $50,000 and the grandstand $40,000.

The company was capitalized at $150,000. Most of the stock had been subscribed for at the time of building but small blocks of from 5 to 50 shares were made available to the public. Stockholders were given first chance to purchase choice seats.

Walker and Olund were the general contractors. They began

Continued on Page 6
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construction of the makai bleachers on September 10, 1926.

Concrete bases were poured approximately a month and a half later. They rested on coral below grade and supported the steel framework of the stands.

Carpenters worked from daylight to darkness. By November 11, the bleachers, although not completely finished, could be used.

Temporary bleachers seating several hundred persons had been erected at the Ewa end of the field. There were enough seats to handle the largest crowd ever to see a football game in Honolulu.

Refreshment stands, other concessions, comfort and first aid stations had also been built.

The football field was in perfect condition.

The stadium was surrounded by a wood and barbed wire fence 10 feet high and four streets — King, Isenberg, Banyan and Makahiki Way.

A parking lot was provided off King Street where the mauka bleachers now stand. Moiliili Field across the street was converted temporarily into a parking lot to service the new stadium on opening day.

The inaugural event was a special game between the University of Hawaii and the Town Team, owned by Scotty Schuman and stocked with outstanding high school and college graduates. It decided the championship of the local Senior Football League. The game was staged as a benefit for the American Legion. Tickets were $1 and excitement was evident.

Otto Klum, the University of Hawaii coach, unhappy over the way the Deans performed all season, organized secret practices.

Students organized a noise parade through downtown at noon November 10. That evening they had the biggest rally in University history.

Beaven, who had become the stadium manager, urged fans to arrive early for the game. At 2:45 in the afternoon, festivities began in pantomine with a story of the past, present, and future of local football.

Beaven passed a ball to Governor Wallace Farrington who passed to George Angus, a former Punahou captain and president of the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce. He represented football's past. Angus passed to Eddie Fernandez, the University of Hawaii captain, who represented the present, and he passed to Dave Withington, 6 years old, who represented the future.

Then the game began.

Don Watson of the Star Bulletin wrote:

"The game was a battle from start to finish — about the best seen on a local gridiron this season. True, the contest was marred by frequent fumbling on both sides and drawn out so long that the final moments were played in darkness the spectators being unable to identify the players. Despite this the 12,000 spectators were given plenty of thrills and exhibition of good football."

The University band played during the half and the refreshment stands dispensed, among other things, Velvet ice cream, Hawaiian Dry Ginger Ale, Rycroft Arctic Sodas to be drunk from the bottle and hot dogs wrapped in oil paper.

The Town Team won 14 - 7. Star of the game was Pump Searle who gained more yardage from scrimmage than all the University of Hawaii backs put together.
Shinkoh Glazed Oriental-Style Roofing Tile

Take genuine clay tile, add a beautiful glaze, and you have the superior roofing tile that is Shinkoh. Available in five permanent, high-glazed colors, this distinctive Oriental-style ceramic tile is valued for its unusual adaptability to architectural styles, be they traditional or contemporary. When distinctive beauty and practicality are required, specify Shinkoh glazed ceramic roofing tile, distributed by San Vallé Tile Kilns. If it isn't clay... it isn't tile.

THE IDEAL ROOF FOR FIRE-HAZARDOUS AREAS

Distributed by San Vallé Tile Kilns
An Opinion: Architect/Engineer Selection Bills

by JIM REINHARDT

The vote was 5-to-4 – against. After four weeks of intense discussion, after a year's work and planning, after three years of concentrated effort at both local and national levels, the executive committee of the Hawaii Chapter AIA voted to kill the proposed Architect/Engineer Selection Bill.

The proposed bill had been a compromise. Serious discussion with key legislators indicated that the strong bill proposed in the AIA model legislation would not pass the Legislature.

The legislator's main objection to the AIA model bill was to the independent commission proposed to make the final selections for A/E contracts. Too much of an unknown animal, too unwieldy a mechanism. So a compromise had been made:

1—The selection was to remain in the hands of the agency head, but he would be required to establish a uniform procedure for the selection process.

2—The key elements were to remain — prior announcement of pending projects, stating type, budget, agency, time schedule, and who to contact, and announcement of the award, stating the awardee and the fee.

The proposed bill had grown form ICED (the Interprofessional Commission on Environmental Design). It had been felt that the strongest tactical approach to the Legislature was to present a united position from all the design professions. The architects (AIA), landscape architects (ASLA), planners (AIP), the engineers (CEC, HSPE and ASCE) all had concepts of what they wanted the bill to be.

Much work both by ICED and by the individual organizations had produced the bill which, it was felt, all of the individual organizations could support. ASLA, CEC, HSPE, ASCE, and AIP all backed it. AIA, the last to take its vote, rejected the bill.

Arguments against the bill fell into three main groups:

1—That the proposed bill was not inclusive enough, that it should include other non-bidded consultants and services, that it should include City and County contracts as well as State.

2—That the proposed bill was not strong enough, that it should include the independent commission, appointed with input from the professions and/or a “rotation” system.

3—That the whole point of the bill was fruitless, because honesty depended on the man doing the selecting and, regardless of the system, a dishonest group of people could circumvent the system.

Further, to propose any new system, with a new administration at the controls, was premature at best and possibly a direct affront, tantamount to an accusation of intended dishonesty.

Counter arguments, in the same order, were:

1—The other consultants or services are none of our business. If the Legislature wants to provide guidelines for them, fine. The County and/or City procedures are not subject to control by the State Legislature anyway.

2—Better a moderate bill than...
none at all. And the important "sunshine" provisions are included. The rotation system is another matter. It appears to be so fraught with problems, particularly with regard to quality control and matching problems with skills, as to stand no chance whatever at the Legislature.

3—This is obvious shibai. Our entire governmental system is one of laws — from the Constitution to speed limits. The system provides guidelines within which people can operate, with reasonable assurance that everyone else is following the same set of rules. Obviously evil men can circumvent even the best rules — but the present situation has no rules.

To propose that rules be adopted is no affront to the new administration. They have committed no wrongs and so cannot feel the new rules are being instigated to force them to change their ways. They should, in fact, welcome the guidelines as defining and clarifying their obligations.

Questionnaire '74 showed the general membership to be behind an A/E selection law by 84 per cent, a 5-to-1 margin.

A special meeting held to discuss A/E selection was unanimous in its support. The only issue at question is what the specifics of the bill to be supported should be.

SB 671 — introduced by Senator Kawasaki — ties A/E selection to the Capital Improvements Projects process, utilizing an independent CIP commission to select and
About three months ago, with advanced architecture students of the University of Hawaii, we began research on the Hawaiian Energy House, a dwelling that will use a wind plant, solar collection, energy-saving appliances, and materials and methods appropriate to the climate.

Processing of a grant proposal is underway and will be presented to the City & County and/or State for possible sponsorship. The proposal includes the research, design, construction, live-in monitoring and demonstration of the systems, and a final report.

Recently completed wind and solar energy feasibility studies prepared for the City & County and State, not surprisingly, found these energies feasible to capture and recommended that encouragement be given to prototype projects.

Our project will use a commercially available wind plant — a windmill and storage battery/conversion system — and the modern PPG solar collector panels. The collector will be used to provide the entire hot water requirement of the home.

The average home now uses about 800 kilowatt-hours per month. Since 40 per cent of the electric consumption of an all-electric home goes to the water heater, this system alone cuts the electric power needs by almost 50 per cent.

The wind plant, using our constant winds, can generate some if not most of the remaining electrical needs. With storage in DC batteries to bridge windless periods, converters then can provide AC for normal appliances. Conventional electric service would be used as backup and for comparative study.

A complete analysis of household appliances is underway using new publications and Hawaiian Electric Co. help. There is a rapidly expanding field of energy-conscious products coming to the marketplace. One "solar house" in California, for example, captures the heat given off by the refrigerator and sewage treatment plant by wrapping water pipes around the heat sources.

The Hawaiian Energy House will use good natural ventilation to eliminate A/C units and room fans. It will have proper orientation, overhangs, and will be, in itself, an expression of a logical vernacular for our climate.

Consistently, we will be using the minimum of materials necessary to provide comfortable shelter.

By detailed analysis of the local bioclimatic comfort charts in conjunction with computer records of temperature, humidity, air flow, and so forth, we hope to establish materials and methods to provide the most comfortable shelter possible using natural air conditioning methods.

A wind-tunnel model will be built as part of this research. To our knowledge, there is no facility in the Islands to study the winds in and around proposed buildings. The Financial Plaza was tunnel-tested at an aircraft plant in California.

We acknowledge that since the single-family dwelling has no real future in Hawaii, this demonstration dwelling will address itself to the materials and conditions of a Planned Development-Housing or cluster housing situation. (One solar PD is being planned on Maui.)

Land for the demonstration dwelling has not been secured. Discussions are underway with the University. It is possible that the ultimate sponsor (City & County or State) would provide the property on a short-term lease or loan arrangement. Portability is planned for post-project removal.

Construction is scheduled for this summer and monitoring/demonstration would be for about one year.

It is hoped that this project will sharpen the public's awareness of energy conservation and alternate success. It will display a commitment to energy conservation by the University, the sponsor, and by the AIA.
Are You Ready for Energy Rationing and Impact Statements?

by JIM PEARSON, Chairman, AIA Energy Task Force

If you have been keeping up with the state legislative hearings in the media, you know there have been hearings by the Energy and Natural Resources Committee with regard to SB 281.

The proposed bill would establish a State advisory council on energy and would provide for energy conservation standards for buildings. It would also establish that energy impact reports be made on all State-funded buildings.

The committee has been hearing public testimony from the utility companies, energy experts, and other interested engineers and scientists.

Just at the time this went to press, the latest word was that, because of the complexity of the bill and the varying points of view, the committee will not send this bill to the full Legislature for voting. It will instead hold it "in committee" and possibly introduce resolutions calling for support and implementation of certain elements of the bill.

As requested, the chapter is now in the process of preparing a policy statement to be forwarded to this committee for their review before drafting the resolutions.

Let's review the points of the bill from which the resolutions will be taken.

1—A State Advisory Council on Energy would be established.

The Council would consist of the State consumer protector and 22 members from the public appointed by the governor and representing consumer groups, petroleum producers, business, researchers on alternate energy, and so forth.

The Council would carry out research and development (or cause to have it carried out) and make recommendations in such areas as utility rate structures, conservation, and energy demand. Within 12 months they would give recommendations to the various public utilities who then would have six months to heed the recommendations or show cause why they should not.

2—Building Standards

Part III of the bill calls for the Council to establish Energy Conservation Building Standards within 18 months of the time the Council is formed.

The purpose of the standards would be "... to reduce wasteful or uneconomic consumption of energy by balancing the costs of energy procurement against the cost of energy conserving building practices, to achieve the maximum lifetime cost for all new buildings — measured by combined construction and operating costs."

The standards would apply to all new buildings and would be based on two criteria: performance and procedures.

The performance standards would be based on energy consumption allotments. The designer would be free to use any energy systems he pleases, but a total energy consumption would be allocated to the building during use. Use of solar or wind energy would call for an "energy bonus" added to the building's total energy allotment.

The details and the allotments would be devised by the Council, through public hearings to give the professions adequate input.

The second method of establishing standards would be the "procedural standards." These would be directed toward specific design and building practices that produce well insulated and electrically conservative buildings. The standard would include "U" or "K" factors, lighting levels, climate control zones, peak and no-load standards, economizer cycles, night clock shut-offs, among other.

3—Residential Structures

Dwellings would be allowed to follow either the allocation standard or the performance standard at the option of the designer. The latter may also provide for maximum rate of consumption based on floor area.

It is not specific, but presumably this allocation choice would

Continued on Page 12
apply to all residential structures including high-rise apartments.

4—Nonresidential Structures
These would be designed by the performance method — total energy allocation. Enforcement of these standards would be at the local building department level. The departments would receive training in the procedures and the Council would review plans under a contract basis for building departments not set up for their own review. Expenses incurred for this review would be passed on the permittee.

5—Energy Conservation Manual
Within 4 months after adoption (not enforcement) of the standards, the Council would produce a manual for architects, engineers, contractors, and so on, to assist them in complying with the standards.

The bill provides for the standards to take effect and be enforced six months after they are adopted.

6—Energy Impact Reports
Part V of SB Bill 281 provides that all State funded or administer projects (not private projects) would have energy impact reports detailing types of energies, quantities necessary for construction and maintenance on an annual basis, heating and cooling requirements, insulation, design methods for conservation, and comparison of alternate energy costs if applicable.

Presumably this would be similar to the reports now required for many federal jobs. The effective date for these reports would be January 1, 1976.

A reply to the bill was made by the Department of Accounting

Continued on Page 15
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ANOTHER HAWAII SHOPPING CENTER
where architect, engineer and contractor chose **Trus Joist®**

WAIANAE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
Completion scheduled for Christmas 1975

ARCHITECT:
Harry T. Miyachi, AIA, Honolulu

ENGINEER:
Dimitrios Bratakos Assoc. Ltd., Honolulu

CONTRACTOR:
Charles Pankow Associates, Honolulu

DEVELOPER:
Dar-Rob Enterprises Pacific, Ltd., Honolulu

As it is for hundreds of schools and commercial buildings Trus Joist roof and floor structure system is ideal for shopping centers large and small. Trus Joist spans long distances for wide, column-free sales areas... is strong yet light for less structural dead weight... gives complete design freedom offering 12 standard profiles plus custom shaping as desired. Trus Joist means important savings in building costs... easily erected by hand, eliminating the need for much expensive mechanical equipment... nailable top and bottom—install floor immediately, eliminate floating ceilings... and open web design permits easy, economical installation of plumbing and wiring. On time delivery, too—8 weeks, including shop drawings... 5 weeks from completion of shop drawings.

For full details (no obligation) call or write:

Jim Worden, President
Trus Joist Hawaii, Inc.
641 Keeauomoku Street
Honolulu, Hi. 96814
Tel. 949-6661
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SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS
Are out of sight
And out of mind
If they are

Sizes 1HP to 180 HP. Conn. Size 1½" to 14" figd. 5 year warranty backed by the originators and world's largest manufacturer of submersible sewage lift, flood water and contractor's dewatering pumps.

For technical assistance and prices, call:

BERKLEY ENGINEERING
& EQUIPMENT COMPANY
564 SOUTH ST. • HONOLULU
538-1921

WHAT THE STATES ARE DOING ABOUT ENERGY LEGISLATION

STATE
A. States with Codes in Effect

California Dept. of Housing 
Community Development
Florida Div. of Building Construction & Maintenance, Dept. of General Services
Illinois Capital Development Board
New York Public Service Commission
Oregon Uniform Building Code

B. States with Existing Legislation

California Dept. of Housing & 
Community Development
Florida Board of Building Codes and Standards
Maryland Department of Economic 
and Community Development
Massachusetts Construction Code Commission, 
Department of Labor
Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation
New Mexico Building Code Council
New York Building Code Council
Rhode Island Board of Building Standards

C. States with Legislation or 
Administrative Measures not 
Enacted

Alabama
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

D. Miscellaneous

Indiana
Michigan Public Service Commission

Comments

Specifies U-values for building envelope, plus shading coefficient for glazing. See also Section B.

Calls for establishment of Energy Performance Index (EPI) to measure use per square foot per year. Applies only to state-leased or state-funded facilities. See also Section B.

Applies only to state-funded buildings.

Provides U-values for all homes heated by gas. Includes mobile homes and requires limited modifications to existing buildings. See also Section B.

Provides U- and R-values for residences of three stories or less.

Calls for establishment of both use-per-square foot and U-value standards. Applies to non-residential new buildings. Research authorized. Provides technical assistance to localities. Conservation handbook to be developed and distributed to builders. Separate bill applies to residential buildings, including hotels. Authorizes the development of non-residential buildings, and to consider their standards when developing their own. Any change in standards required to be cost-effective on a life-cycle basis. Also has change of power plant licensing.

Additional skills have been passed on mobile homes and buildings, and are pending on solar energy and tax deductions for developments. Required to report to legislature, planning to use national standard, see also Section B.

Planning to use national standard, when finalized. Planning to use ASHRAE 90° standard, when available. Planning to use national standard, when finalized. Planning to use national standard, when finalized. Required to report to legislature, planning to use national standard, see also Section B. Proposed standard is based on the ASHRAE 90° approach.

Planning to use national standard.

Planning to use national standard, when finalized. Planning to use national standard, when finalized. Required to report to legislature, will submit mobile homes, see also Section A.

Planning to use national standard. Policies have been established for over 100 building classifications and will go into effect on June 1, 1976. Initial evaluation of this requirement is being conducted. Planning to use national standard.

For energy conservation and on energy sources, including solar energy, required to yield to Dept. of Housing & Community Development on non-residential buildings, and to consider their standards when developing their own. Any change in standards required to be cost-effective on a life-cycle basis. Also has change of power plant licensing.

In Illinois, energy-related building codes have been established for over 100 building classifications and will go into effect on June 1, 1976. Initial evaluation of this requirement is being conducted. Planning to use national standard.


Planning to use national standard. See also Section B. See also Section C. Required to report to legislature, planning to use national standard, when finalized. Planning to use national standard, when finalized.

Planning to use national standard. Required to report to legislature, will submit mobile homes. See also Section A. Required to report to legislature, will submit mobile homes, see also Section C.

Planning to use national standard. See also Section C. Required to report to legislature, will submit mobile homes. See also Section C.

Planning to use national standard. See also Section C. Will submit bill to next session of legislature. Bill in legislation. See also Section E. Bill specifying R-values in legislation.

Permits a deduction on property taxes for solar heating and cooling installations: 0.01 per $100 of value of installation, whichever is less. See also Section B. Permits gas companies to finance installation in homes. 50,000 homes insulated so far. See also Section B.
and General Services that about 9 months are needed for an average project to go through design and bidding and that 12 months would be a more reasonable time for enforcement after publication of the manual.

Accounting and General Services also recommended that the energy impact reports for State projects be eliminated. They cited that if the State follows the conservation manual, the projects would be designed for conservation of energy, and that a time and money consuming statement would be "meaningless."

A representative of Gasco testified that energy standards or impact reports would be unnecessary as conservation would occur naturally as an effect of continued higher fuel prices.

The preparation of a policy statement to the committee by our chapter will be channeled through the AIA Legislative Review Committee headed by Walter Tagawa.

7—Octagon Policy

We are fortunate to have as a guide the national AIA publication "Evaluating Legislation for Energy Conservation in Buildings." Evidenced by their studies, "Energy Conservation Design Guidelines for Office Buildings" and "Energy Conservation in Building Design," the national AIA has taken a strong position in favoring conservation.

Basically, national opposes the "procedural" or "prescriptive" standards regulating "U" factors, materials, and others. It is also opposed to a strict allotment or "energy budget."

The recommendation is for a "comprehensive approach" to legislation that would have these basic points: (1) State formulated

Continued on Page 16
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to account for local situations, (2) clearer long range goals and definitions of conservation, (3) scope (existing buildings?), (4) research and development oriented, (5) information exchange, (6) impact assessment — similar to current EIS’s, (7) put into building codes, (8) tax incentives for reduced consumption, (9) administrative feasibility — so design procedures are not unduly complicated.

The legislation policy publication reviews federal energy acts and programs and includes trends of energy standards by states. (See list.)

In the process of our own research in alternate energies as related to architecture (see related article), and due to the exploding amount of information becoming available almost daily, we have amassed an extensive collection of books, reports, articles, pamphlets, solar collector and wind plant sales brochures, and so on.

One immediate goal is to form a chapter index system whereby members would contribute and share our collective resources.

Another valuable step would be to relate our interests to our mechanical and electrical engineers through workshops or seminars where we would seek their creative engineering approaches and ask them to share latest developments within their fields.

ASHREA has been pioneering research in energy conservation and members have been actively involved.

Copies of the entire State energy bill as well as the national reports will be available in the Chapter office for review. Anyone interested in serving on the energy task force should contact Jim Pearson.
You build with "Wolmanized" wood. We field treat it. We treat the soil. No pilikia.

The complete Diamond W. Protection.

The three best ways to protect against termite and rot damage have never been offered from a single source... until now. Only Honolulu Wood Treating Company offers all three:

**Soil Treatment:** A licensed pest control operator will treat the soil around and under the construction. In addition, we'll remove all woody scrap material from the homesite.

"Wolmanized" Wood: All framing and structural lumber and plywood, and wood in contact with concrete and masonry will be "Wolmanized" (or Tribucide) pressure treated wood.

**Field Treatment:** A licensed operator will be on hand during construction to end coat all field cuts and holes with Wolman X-71 solution.

3 guaranties make homes more valuable.

$5,000, 20-year warranty bond guarantee on all "Wolmanized" wood.

Others make promises. We give an ironclad written warranty bond guarantee. It's even transferable... remaining in force regardless of ownership.

1 year guarantee on all untreated wood.

Ordinarily the contractor is responsible for a one-year warranty. We take the monkey off his back. If even non-treated components are damaged by termites within the first year of construction, we'll make repairs, free. Diamond W protection is that effective.

5 year guarantee on soil treatment.

If there is any outbreak of subterranean termites within five years of construction we'll retreat the soil free of charge.

HONOLULU WOOD TREATING CO., LTD.
2290 Alahao Place/Phone 847-4661
SCHEMAC
PRESSURE SENSITIVE
MATTE ACETATE
REMOVABLE ADHESIVE

LETTERING - SYMBOLS - MARKINGS - SUBDRAWINGS
RECEPTIVE TO ALL TYPES OF INK, ANY GRADE
PENCIL, AND ANY PRINTING SYSTEM
TYPE ON IT - DRAW ON IT - PRINT ON IT
PROCESSABILITY THRU MOST REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
8-7/8" x 11" SHEETS WITH LIFT OFF EDGES 2 SIDES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM OUR HONOLULU STOCK
CALL US FOR A FREE SAMPLE 537-9290

TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES
WE ALSO STOCK ADHESIVE BACK CLEAR ACETATE SHEETS

FULLER PAINTS.
FOR THE MOST COLORFUL
JOB ON THE BLOCK.

Fuller Latex Masonry Paint
and Rust-Chex Primer.

FULLER O'BRIEN CORP.
770 Ala Moana Blvd. / Phone 537-6902

POSTAL INSTANT PRESS
ROLLS BACK INFLATION
XEROX COPIES

5¢ Each
Hardbound material 8¢ per copy — minimum order 25¢
THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
Three convenient ground floor locations to serve you.

1411 Kapiolani Blvd.
Opposite Ala Moana
Shopping Center
949-5554

Pacific Trade Center
1058 Alakea St.
Between King & Hotel St.
533-2967

1061 Bethel St.
Corner of
Bethel & Hotel St.
531-4881

New Members

WILLIAM W. WONG. Associate member; Wilson, Okamoto & Associates, B. Fines Arts in Pre-Arch., Univ. of Hawai‘i. Wife: Myrna. Hobbies: tennis, basketball.

HAROLD C. MURPHY. Associate member; self-employed. Hobbies: photography, cricket, tennis, snorkeling, travel.

GREGORY B. JONES. Associate member; Geoffrey W. Fairfax FAIA & Associates. Hobbies: surfing, junk sculpting, swimming.

PACIFIC SCALE MODELS
Kenneth Ikeda, president of Carousel at Ala Moana Center, needed a complete store remodel job, inside and out, and scheduled it against a tight deadline before the peak Christmas season. "The work by IMUA," says Mr. Ikeda, "enabled us to open on time. They did a good job."

Left: Unusual reflective ceiling treatment in store decor.
Below: Fixtures promote impulse buying, give maximum exposure to varied inventory.
Entrance: Jolly Carousel signature captured in back-lighted sign and inviting entrance. Designed by Richard Iwanaga, AIA.

- Distinctive Quality
- Attention to Every Detail
- Completion on or ahead of schedule

IMUA
855 AHUA ST.
CALL 833-1811
"We'll make your deadlines"

MILLWORK • ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK
COMPLETE INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION
We Are Laundry Specialists.
COMPLETE ENGINEERING SERVICES
FOR ANY TYPE LAUNDRY FACILITY
IN-HOUSE OR COIN-OP
Hotels • Hospitals • Condominiums • Apt. Houses • Schools
Thifty-Wash inc
955 Waimanu St. Honolulu 536-0021

A Du Pont product, CORIAN is a filled polymer ideally suited for use as counter tops, wall wainscoting, and work surfaces. CORIAN is solid, strong, hard, non-porous and is characterized by outstanding durability. While it is durable, CORIAN is also pleasing in appearance offering “Practical Elegance.” CORIAN is made in sheet form and also cast in one-piece shapes. It is available in richly opalescent Cameo White or in two marble-pattern colors, Dawn Beige or Olive Mist, in which the delicate veining runs completely through the material. It can be worked much like wood and can be fabricated with power tools.

DISTRIBUTED BY
ALOHA
STATE SALES CO., INC.
2829 Awaawaloa St. Ph. 833-2731

Business
Is Lousy—
In Architecture
Anyway
by JIM REINHARDT

Have you had the feeling lately that business isn’t going the way you’d like it to? Don’t feel lonely, you have lots of company.

After hearing the same story — no new work coming in, no cash coming in — from all the architects I’ve talked to lately, I decided to do a spot survey of some of the offices in town. Making no pretense at being scientific, or random, I called 20 firms where I knew the people well enough to say “How’s business — in detail.” The firms were varied in size and type, with the main group in the area of 10 to 20 (1975 staff level).

The survey question was “What was your staff level a year ago? What is it now?”

Of the 20 firms surveyed, three showed increases from 1974 to 1975, five remained constant, and 12 had declines. Of these, 10 had declines of 20 per cent or more. Nine had declines in excess of 30 per cent. The total staff level of the 20 firms was 378 in March 1974. It has dropped to 330 in March 1975, a decrease of 13 per cent overall.

Of the 20 firms surveyed, 11 were in the 10 to 25 staff level as of March 1974. Of this group none showed growth. One firm remained stable, 10 showed declines ranging from 13 per cent to 77 per cent, with the average for the group being 34 per cent.

While addition of 48 architect-draftsmen to the unemployment lines will not significantly affect the state’s unemployment statistics, the trend they show certainly will. If architects are not designing projects, construction cannot build them. The effect of sharply declined construction will affect the state’s unemployment.
Building Industry, Architects Show Decline

The Monthly Bulletin of the Honolulu Building Department reflects clearly the decline of the building industry, and in particular of the architects. The number of permits issued in February of 1974 was 1,367 for a construction value of $72,784,199. February 1975 shows 1,186 permits (down 13%) valued at $52,469,551 (down 28%).

Of particular interest is the Residential Building category, which includes single family and multifamily buildings, down 78 per cent from last year. Commercial buildings, on the other hand show strong gains, but not enough to offset the residential decline.

A similar story is being heard from the nation as a whole. The department of Commerce reported new housing starts for February nearly 50 per cent lower than a year ago, the lowest since 1946 when the records were begun.

An even scarier note is brought out in their projections, beginning with the unsold inventory of 402,000 homes presently, and combining new home sales of only 394,000 units per year, based on January's sales, to predict that "at the current rates, of sales, the building industry could shut down for over a year and there would still be enough new homes to satisfy demand."

No 1975 does not look like a good year for architects.

Letters

The following letter was addressed to Ronald H. Bafetti, whose article on the "Bendominium" appeared in the January 1975 HA.

Dear Amateur Architecture Critic,

Bravo! Molto Bene! to you that can see that the Emperor has no clothes. Now that you perceive the idiocy of our present architectural mess, perhaps you have uncovered similar spirits who, unlike us, can draw. If so please come to see our attempt to climb up the slope of Wilhelmina Rise. We need Bendominium Assistance!

Invitation upon request.

CHARLES and CLAIRE MARTIN
An Architect's Avocation

Howard Cook, a well-known Honolulu architect, passed away one year ago this month. Aside from being talented in the field of architecture, he also had a unique ability to reproduce his fantasies in an ink and acrylic medium. Unfortunately, we could not print his drawings in their original vivid colors.
3 Lessons in Security Lighting.

1. Cleanliness Counts.

You'll increase lighting efficiency enormously with regular cleaning. It's hard to believe, but you can lose 30-40% of lighting efficiency due to dirty bulbs and fixtures. A frequent once-over with a cloth and soapy water should do the trick.

2. A New Light on the Subject.

Today there are many lamps around that last longer than incandescent ones. Like fluorescent, mercury, metal-halide and sodium lamps. And because they'll last longer, you'll be getting more for your lighting dollar.

3. Get your timing perfect.

You don't have to panic about forgetting to turn on your security lighting system. Photo-electric cells or timers can do the job for you.

When it's a question of getting the most out of your lighting system, you shouldn't take chances. Your consulting engineer or lighting supplier has the answers.

Hawaiian Electric

Hawaii Architect
Building a new house*

from the book
"What Do People Do All Day?"
by Richard Scarry
© 1968
Random House

* Second in a series designed to be of educational value to architects.
Cut out for your personal file.

... to be continued

Jason, the mason, made a foundation in the hole for the house to be built on. His helper mixed cement to hold the bricks together.

Sawdust, the carpenter, and his helpers started to build the frame of the house. Jason started to build a chimney.

I wonder if any children will live there?

Jake, the plumber, attached the water and sewer pipes to the main pipes under the street.
UNSECURED LOANS TO MEN & WOMEN

Strictly Confidential

BANK RATES

An Executive Loan Service designed for credit worthy and responsible professional and business men and women as a convenient supplementary source of money either for immediate needs or a credit line for future use. No collateral, no endorsement, no embarrassing investigation. All details can be handled by mail or phone from the privacy of your home or office.

RIGHT OF CANCELLATION

reference: Liberty Bank/Hawaii
For full particulars write or call Larry Shinn, Vice President

MAHALO ACCEPTANCE CORP
3057 Waialae Avenue • Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
Telephone: (808) 732-7794
HOME OF THE MONEY BY PHONE LOAN

YOU CAN WRITE!
EARN BIG!

Impress Your Friends!
BE POPULAR!

Anyone Can Do It!

It's Valuable!

For Hawaii Architect

Ego Satisfaction

and Relatives

No Experience Needed! Just Clean Typed Copy

CALL OR WRITE TODAY! OR NEXT WEEK

AIA Office 538-7276, The Editors c/o The AIA or Crossroads Press

ACTION CENTER FOR OAHU'S FASTEST GROWING AREA!

NEWTOWN SQUARE

Businessmen, doctors, lawyers, chiefs!
Get in Newtown Square's 'Action Center' where the shopping and professional needs of thousands of families in the area are now! Newtown Square's location is most convenient to communities in Oahu's fastest growing area ... and Newtown Square's superbly designed 3-story office building has the space, the parking and the amenities to fit your needs to perfection.

For information call ... Island Management and Leasing Department
H. K. Horita Realty, Inc.
Phone 847-2324 or 847-3321
administer selections.

SB 1632 — introduced by Senator Toyofuku. This is the bill that was to be ICED endorsed. It stands as CEC sponsored. It calls for selection by the head of the administering agency, under uniform selection guidelines, for prior announcement of pending projects, announcement of awardee, and publication of an annual summary of all contract awards. It places specific emphasis on utilizing small firms for appropriate projects.

SB 671 more closely follows the model AIA legislation. SB 1632 is more likely to be passed. The argument that it would be hard to go back to the Legislature a few years in the future to ask for strengthening a law based on SB 1632, because we had endorsed it, holds no validity at all. The Campaign Finance Law is undergoing such strengthening right now, one year after initial passage.

The tendency of legislators is to pass a moderate bill, try it for a period of time, observe it in action, and then strengthen or modify it as necessary. That way the effects are likely to be moderate, and the unanticipated complications, if any, can be dealt with. And sometimes there are unanticipated effects.

SB 1632 can be supported as a good first step, a transition between the lack of guidelines that exists now and the ideal system of the future, possibly an independent commission, possibly something else.

We will be much better off with a moderate law, one we can live with, than none. Both the architectural and engineering professions and the public will gain.
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HCCW Names Noe Associate

Joyce Fujimoto Noe has been named an associate in the architectural firm of Hogan, Chapman, Cobeen, Weitz & Associates, Inc.

Mrs. Noe, a native of Honolulu, attended Roosevelt High School, University of Hawaii, and University of Illinois, where she obtained her architectural degree and was a member of the Gargoyle Honor Society.

Before returning to the Islands, she was associated with Harry Weese & Associates, Architects, in Chicago.

Among her special interests are landscape gardening, helping her architect husband redesign their home, and nurturing the latent art talents of three small active children.

Mrs. Noe has been with Hogan, Chapman, Cobeen, Weitz & Associates since September 1972 and was recently elected secretary of the AIA Code Committee.

Classified Notices

OFFICE SPACE
4,600 sq. ft. - full floor, distinctive downtown offices at below market rate. Call Lynn McCarthy at Cordco 524-3622.
Full size Tongue and Groove Block is as easy as one, two, three.

1. Apply Adhesive.
2. Lay Block.
3. Finish with Plaster.

HC&D's new Full Size Tongue and Groove Concrete Block gives you a finished non-block appearing wall. It's soundproof as well as fire-resistant. And it's quick, easier, and less costly than a poured concrete or plastered conventional block wall.

Tongue and Groove looks great because it's versatile enough to take any finish, textured or smooth.

For a quality, permanent, goodlooking wall, specify HC&D's new Tongue and Groove Concrete Block.

HC&D, LTD.
811 Middle Street / Telephone 841-0911, Sales Department
Concrete Industries Maui / Telephone 877-5065, Sales Department

Not a stock item at this time. Available on advance order only.
Making it easy to go

Escalating merchandise between shopping center levels and people between airport concourses and hotel floors is all part of a specialized group of services this company performs in Hawaii.

Regular preventive maintenance of elevator, escalator, and carousel equipment of all makes and types is a major part of Amelco Elevator service. Round the clock and round the year.

Amelco Elevator

645 Halekauwila St./Honolulu 96813/Phone 537-1902/DISTRIBUTOR OF MONTGOMERY ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS